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Abstract 

This paper presents a few results of a research carried out by the Department of Building and Urbanism of the 

University of Alicante thanks to an agreement with the Spanish Ministry of Environment. The aim is to analyse and 

understand the new strategies of golf courses operations (linked to houses, hotels, isolated, public, business, 

memberships, etc.) in the Mediterranean Sea (Valencian Community and Murcia Region) in Spain which have been 

proposed since the last decade. 
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Introduction  

The justification of subject matter is the appearance of numerous operations including golf courses in the 

Valencian Community and Murcia Region; about 180 new operations in these regions whereas there are 

about 30 at present, and nearly 800.000 homes and 1.500.000 people on a territory with slightly over 

6.000.000 inhabitants (Figure 1). 

The analysis of these operations shows that new strategies to locate golf courses have been detected. Thus, 

in a first generation (from the middle of the twenty-century to the end of the twenty-century) golf courses 

were the result of the introduction of golf as sport and as complementary offer for the tourism, and, in a 

second generation (since the beginning of the twenty-first century) golf courses meet a standard pattern: 

businesses linked to houses, and located all over the territory connected to mayor road links. 

This model of territorial occupation has become known as “new golf cluster” or “diffuse residential 

archipelago”: large housing development in an isolated area between 180 and 280 hectares, including the 

golf course, which normally has 18 holes and an area of 50 hectares, with a capacity for 2.500-3.500 

houses and gross residential densities around 15-20 houses per hectare. 

There are four reasons to explain the “new golf clusters”: Accessibility to airports, land profitability, 

closeness to other golf courses and search for profitability in the real estate business. 
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The piece of research describes also the results of the opinion polls to residents of the residential complex 

according to their profile, reasons for buying a house, the importance of landscape, accessibility, etc.  

 
 

Figure 1: Possible operations (about 180) in 2008 in the Valencian Community and Murcia Region (blue 

flags) and golf courses at present (green circles). Source: Own research. 
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Golf courses typologies. 

Because it is different the impact over the territory, and over the tourism sector in particular, first of all is 

appropriate to define the distinct golf courses typologies according three main variables: morphology, 

management and location. 

• According to morphology: 

- Isolated: building-free (without buildings surrounding the golf course). 

- Linked to houses: nearly 4.000 houses by operation and a residential gross density of 20 

houses per hectare. 

- Linked to hotel resorts. 

 

• According to management: 

- Public (public ownership, non-profit): play prices are affordable. 

- Business (private ownership): free-access to play paying. 

- Members (private ownership): you must be a member to play (right of admission reserved by 

the golf club). 

 

• According to location: 

- Urban: within the existing urban weave. 

- Periurban-metropolitan. 

- Litoral region corridor: along the coast. 

- Rural environment: away from the main centres of population. 

 

New golf courses to locate golf courses, causes and models. 

 
In the evolution of golf courses site and typologies two generations can be distinguished: 

• First generation: since the middle of the twenty-century to the end of the twenty-century. 

- It is the result of the introduction of golf as a sport and as a complementary offer for the 

tourism. 

- Located along the coast and in the vicinity of the main metropolitan areas, and following the 

location model of influence area (isochronal). 

- Mostly with private management, although some are public, linked to houses and also to 

hotels.  

 

• Second generation: since the beginning of the twenty-first century. 

- Typological homogeneity: business and linked to houses golf courses 

- Located all over the territory following the main road links. 

 

There are four reasons to explain the second generation: 

1. Accessibility to airports: thanks to the growth of low cost airlines we could hypothesize the 

emergency of a new periphery at european level where car and motorway are replaced by airplane 

and airport in a new dimension of the centre-periphery relations. 
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2. Land profitability: profits by hectare from golf courses are much higher than those from the 

traditional forms of cultivation predominant in the environment (vineyard, tomatoes, potatoes, 

lettuces, oranges...), apart from protected garden cultivation (greenhouses) and ornamental flowers 

and plants. Therefore, the figure 2 shows the location of golf courses surrounding areas of 

protected garden cultivations. 

3. Closeness to other golf courses: in comparison to the model of location based on areas of 

influence, a “golf cluster” is proposed (figure 3), thus the player prefers to play in several golf 

courses located close to each other. This model started in USA with the “Trent Jones Golf Trail" 

with twelve golf courses in the 80’s, but unlike the Spanish “clusters” linked to houses, the 

American ones are linked mainly to hotels. 

4. Search for profitability in the real estate business: the almost complete saturation of the beachfront 

causes private agents to search for strategies that keep the profit margin provided by the locations 

along the coastline. We can state that there is an increase in the value of the plots (between 10-

100%) and houses (5-50%) as they are closer to the “green”. 

This residential development model has become known as “diffuse residential archipelago”: big 

residential spaces isolated with an area between 180 and 280 hectares, including the golf course, which 

normally has 18 holes and an area of 50 hectares, with a capacity for 2.500-3.500 houses and residential 

densities around 15-20 houses per hectare.   

An example of this archipelago we can observe in Vinalopó Valley (figure 4). 
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Figure 2: Location of golf courses -green square color- surrounding areas of garden cultivations under 

plastic (greenhouses, blue color) in Field of Cartagena (Murcia Region). Source: Own research.  
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Figure 3: “Golf cluster” model in Field of Cartagena (Murcia Region). (New golf courses in green circles 

and new ones with blue flags). Source: Own research. 
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Figure 4: Location of the new golf residential complex operations proposed in the Area of Alicante and 

Vinalopó Valley. The total number of houses in the complex is around 30.000 with a capacity for 60.000 

inhabitants on total population about 150.000. Source: Own research. 

Consequences on tourism markets 
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After understanding the new model and causes, in this item we collect the most important results from the 

polls (over 1.500) made to residents in the complex. This task was led by Paloma Taltavull, Department of 

Applied Economy Analysis, University of Alicante: 

- The average age is around 52 years. 

- 43% of them are retired and 47% of the active ones are professionals or directors. 

- 60% of the owners are foreigners, among them two thirds come from United Kingdom and 

more than 20% from Germany and Holland. 

- 42% of the owners or tenants play golf. 

 Regarding factors relevant for buying the house: 

- For 50% of them the existence of a golf course has been the determining factor to buy the 

house. 

- The landscape surrounding the golf course is highly taken into account by 80% of the owners. 

- The accessibility to the complex is important or very important for more than 60%. 

- The design of the house is important or very important for more than 70%. 

Regarding impact on the economy and employment (Requejo, 2001): 

- Each hotel bed generates an economic activity around five times higher (10.000 € per year) 

than a residential bed. 

- A hotel bed generates around four times more employment (an employment every six beds) 

than a residential bed. 

Conclusions and action recommendations 

Although it has been impossible to explain all of the variables in this piece of research (impact on water 

resources, mobility, social cohesion, etc.), in these synthesis we collect the conclusions and actions 

recommendations related to the variables explained in the paper and the rest of ones referred.  

- The expected operations in the Valencian Community and Murcia Region (mostly residential-

golf) are about 180, with a potential capacity for more than 1.500.000 inhabitants.  

- It is impossible to answer specifically to the question regarding advisability of building golf 

courses because there are different typologies. 

- The location of the golf courses depends mostly on land profitability criteria; we have noticed 

the appearance of a relation centre-periphery at european level and the configuration of “Golf 

clusters”.    

A golf course might be appropriate to revitalize some municipalities with depopulation problems or to 

increase, in general, the sports or leisure offer of a place if the following is guaranteed:  

- The insertion of a non-segregated course in the city core that guarantees its pedestrian 

accessibility and the possibility of connection by public transport means (figure 5).  

- The continuity of the public spaces of the municipality and the ones of the course, at the same 

time, public transfers will be done within the perimeter and discontinuity transfers will be 

refused. 

- It must not make it difficult or make a barrier in the spatial and formal articulation of the 

urban weave and its growing expectations. 

- Siting that does not destroy quality agricultural land, although it is not being exploited. 

Regarding public golf courses: 
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- 9-hole courses rather than 18-hole courses must be promoted so that the leisure offer as well 

as generation of wealth and employment is better distributed in the territory.  

- Its location model must be of areas of influence, and, to guarantee its economic viability, 

about 50.000 inhabitants within half an hour radius should be considered (Desse, 1994). 

Regarding business courses with hotel resorts (they generate more wealth and employment): 

- The golf cluster model linked to hotel resort properly connected by public transport and well 

integrated in the environment might be positive. 

- In any case, a detailed analysis of the environmental capacities of the area/region and national 

and international players’ demand should be carried out, therefore, it would be feasible in very 

specific locations. 

 

 
Figure 5: Good practice example: golf course with an articulation-relation with the rest of de urban weave 

in Benicassim (Castellón Province, Valencian Community). Source: Advertising of the developer (of the 

operation).  
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